Box Hill Historical Society
For your diary
Please note: beginning with the February meeting, during 2018
monthly lecture meetings of the Society will be held on the third
Sunday of each month, beginning at 2:00 pm. The venue will be
Meeting Room 1 of the Box Hill Library, 1040 Whitehorse Road.

Details of the next meeting of the Society are as follows:

Volume 24, Issue 2
April 2018

Sunday, 15 April 2018

General meetings of the BHHS
are held on the 3rd Sunday of
each month, in Meeting Room 1
of Box Hill Library, 1040 Whitehorse Road, beginning at 2 pm.
Members and friends
always welcome to attend.
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03 9285 4808
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Founded in 1963, the Box Hill Historical Society is affiliated with the
* Royal Historical Society of Victoria
* Association of Eastern Historical Societies
The Society can be found on the ’Net at:
www.boxhillhistoricalsociety.com.au
(or use a search engine)
You can email us at: boxhillhistory@gmail.com
and follow us on Facebook at:
www.facebook.com/boxhillhistoricalsociety

President’s report — April 2018
As noted in the previous Newsletter, this year’s Whitehorse
Heritage Festival in September has a focus on ’Parks and
Gardens’. In addition to the activities signalled in that issue, as a
part of the festival theme this Society is planning a one-day Flower
Show, in the lower hall at the Box Hill Town Hall complex. It is
hoped the show will comprise displays created by local groups
with interests and involvement in areas that include floral
displays, botany, horticulture and gardens.
Coordinating the input of such a range of groups is more work
than one person can achieve, so it is intended that a small subcommittee—chaired by our Secretary/Archivist, Helen—will be
formed to oversee the project. This is a call to any members who
have an interest in the subject, to volunteer a few hours to assist
Helen. If you wish to help, please contact her at the Heritage Centre on any Tuesday, or at home — by email on
hdh1@ozemail.com.au; telephone 9890 9288. Your assistance
would be greatly appreciated.
I recently accompanied the Secretary (who was the guest speaker) to
a meeting of the Richmond and Burnley Historical Society.
Although we were not there specifically to enquire into how that
society operates, it was nonetheless of some interest to see its premises and gain some understanding of the extent of their
holdings. It can be noted also that there is an historical connection
between the two areas, a link that was revealed through the
indexing of the 1920s Property Sales Registers held by this Society.
During that earlier period of last century a significant number of
people living in Richmond brought property in this area. Helen has
provided the Richmond HS with a list of names of these individuals.
Representing this Society, I will be attending the 2018 ANZAC
commemorative service in Wattle Park on Sunday, 22 April. Members of the Society are invited to attend the ceremony, which will
begin at 1.00 pm in the Patriotic Area of Wattle Park.
Gary Presland
President

Historians abroad
The planned visit by members of this Society to our compatriots
in Castlemaine, has had to be postponed for the time being, for
want of a suitable, available date. It is often reflected that our lives
are busier now than in the past, and this seems to be the case in
the present circumstances. The major difficulties in arranging a
visit to Castlemaine have been in finding a date on which the
respective societies do not have a prior engagement, and at the
same time the major players from both societies are mutually
available to take charge of proceedings. The visit will happen, but
later in the year than originally anticipated.
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Suggestions?
The Committee welcomes suggestions from members for
events to be held by the Box Hill
Historical Society.
If you have any ideas for topics
for talks or speakers, tours, or
exhibition topics, please contact
a member of the Committee.
Contributions?
A newsletter like this one functions best and is of most use and
interest to members when it contains a wide range of pertinent
information for its readers. To
assist this exercise, the Editor is
always looking for contributions
about the Society, from our own
members. If you have something
you would like to include in an
issue of the Newsletter—a photograph, some information you’d
like to share—don’t be shy; contact the Editor.
Mission Statement
The Box Hill His torical
Society seeks to collect,
preserve, facilitate access, research and communicate items
that reflect life in and the development of Box Hill and district.
Geographical area of interest
The Collection is relevant to the
suburbs of Box Hill, Box Hill
North, Box Hill South, Mont Albert, Mont Albert North, Bennettswood and the parts of Burwood and Surrey Hills, which fall
within the City of Whitehorse.

Forthcoming Society events
Sunday, 20 May 2018
Guest Speaker David Godfrey —‘The Melway Street Directory’
Iven Mackay and David's father,
Merv Godfrey created the
Melway Street Directory of
Greater Melbourne, which was
first published in 1966. The
‘Melways’ became a must-have
for drivers, and the Directory is
still a valuable reference, despite
the
introduction
of
GPS
technology.
David is a director of the
company which is still a family
business.

David will have copies of the
current
edition,
No
45,
available at a reduced price of
$35; they are issues which have
been slightly damaged in the retail chain and returned to the
company. He will also have some copies of the commemorative
1966 first edition, which summarizes some highlights of the history
of Melway and Melbourne from Melways’ 1966 beginning. This
edition is enclosed in a premium display case and includes an exact
reprint of the first edition. Copies will be available at $100, a
reduction from the usual price of $149.

Other local events of interest
The next meeting of the Whitehorse Historical Society will be on
Saturday, 14 April 2018, beginning at 1.00 pm. Jan Davidson is the
Guest Speaker, on the subject of ‘Cemeteries – in general’. Jan is
well–versed on this topic. For more than 30 years she was codirector (with Helen Harris) of Melbourne Cemetery Tours , which
researched graves in, and conducted tours of the Melbourne
General Cemetery. Meetings of WHS are held at the Schwerkolt
Cottage and Museum complex, Antonio Park, Nunawading.

Electronic copy of the
Newsletter
Members are reminded that this
Newsletter can be received in digital
form, as an attachment to an email.
When received in this way rather
than through surface mail, the
Society benefits by reducing the cost
of both producing and posting the
Newsletter. In addition, less paper
will be used, which of course is good
for the environment.
If you are interested in having your
Newsletter mailed electronically,
please send an email to that effect,
addressed to the Editor at
presland.gary@gmail.com.
Alternatively you can email the
Society at:
boxhillhistory@gmail.com
New member
The Committee is pleased to
welcome Phil Ward and Gary
Bruce as members of the Society.
We hope that their respective
memberships are long, enjoyable
and beneficial.
Do you know……..?
In what year did the local branch of
St John Ambulance start?
The answer to the previous
Newsletter’s trivia question: ‘In what
year did Rockman’s store open, in
Main Street?’ is ...
1954

At Surrey Hills Historical Society the speaker at the meeting on
Tuesday 17 April will be Sandra Dexter. The subject of her
presentation will be ‘Finding their own words - the men and
women of Surrey Gardens Shrine’. Meetings of SHHS are held in the
Maitland Room, Neighbourhood Centre, Union Road, Surrey Hills,
beginning at 8.00 pm.
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Recent speakers
William R Orange
John Barnao spoke to the February general meeting about Horses in the Age of Mechanisation, looking at the transition from steam and horsepower to combustible fuel vehicles. He
displayed some illustrations to accompany his talk.
Horses have largely been discarded as work animals and are now used for entertainment, recreation, ceremony and racing. The horse we know originated in Mongolia from where they dispersed. The modern age for horses began in 1865 with the invention of the machine gun, against
which horses had no defence.
We admire the physique and achievements of thoroughbred racing horses like Makybe Diva,
Black Caviar and Phar Lap. Historically, horses have been used and pictured as a
symbol of triumph—we see both Napoleon and Mussolini depicted on white horses,
although Napoleon lost all his horses during the Russian retreat.
Horses were used to move troops and equipment during the Boer War and there were horsemounted cavalry during both World Wars. Losses of horses in warfare increased
dramatically from thousands during the Crimean War to hundreds of thousands in later conflicts
(up to 8 million during WWI). Major General Bridges horse ‘Sandy’ was the only
Australian horse returned to Australia after WW1 and ‘Warrior’ was a British survivor. Many of
the horses that did survive WW1 were destroyed or died of neglect. Motor vehicles were taking
over. During WW2 German and Russian troops continued on horseback. Although there were
tanks and other vehicles, horses were readily able to traverse rough country, but were no match
to the German’s motorised invasion of Poland. The German conquest of Paris in 1940 saw Hitler
take the salute on horseback.
While Carl Benz was developing the fuel-driven motor vehicle, the British were persisting with
steam power. Liquid fuel-driven vehicles are more efficient, although early trams were horse
drawn and horses were used to tow the not-so-reliable broken down vehicles. In 1908 Surrey
Hills Methodist church was moved on a horse-drawn lorry. Horses and vehicles on the Champs
Elysee in the 1900s presented a chaotic image: by 1915 the car was predominant in this thoroughfare. Motor cycles followed a similar development trajectory.
At Melbourne’s Victoria Market, old-time traders would backload with horse manure for their
market gardens; by 1961 there were no horses left at the market. In Melbourne in 1916 there
were restrictions on where motor vehicles could travel because of their rarity; by 1922 22,000
vehicles were registered and becoming the dominant mode of transport.
There were some concluding comments from the audience including memories of the
milkman’s horse and Gary Presland’s note that all of Victoria’s rural police stations were originally Mounted Stations, with the last horse being retired at Bright station as recently as 1961.
The South Melbourne Police Stables opened in 1912 to serve the city area, and were retained
until quite recently. Judith Eadon in making the vote of the thanks related that her uncle at 92 is
still riding his horse around his farm.
Professor Peter Fitzpatrick spoke to the March general meeting about the Two Frank
Thrings – father and son and displayed some pictures to illustrate his talk. His biography on
the topic received a national biography award in 2013.
Frank Thring junior was instantly recognisable in his career as a villain in ‘blood and toga’ epics and in Melbourne for his appearance in television advertisements including Anticol and TV
licence reminders. Both father and son were physically big men and noticeable. Frank senior,
although a risk taker, was less flamboyant and more respectable, while Frank junior was a rule
breaker and flamboyant, visible in entertainment, a writer of scathing articles and dressed in
black.
Frank Thring junior had left school early and obtained a job at radio station 3XY, where his
future wife Joan Cunliffe was a receptionist. In 1944 he had a brief six-week period of military
service in the RAAF, (during which time his mother sent him food via the family Rolls Royce). At
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Recent speakers (continued)
the radio station, Thring had positions as ‘Uncle Frank’ on a children’s program, then a Saturday
afternoon session playing favourite classics. Joan had been invited to live at the Thring family
home, Rylands and later related that if Frank had played a symphony he was likely to come home
drunk. Although his mother spoke to Thring did not speak to her, and used Joan to pass messages
back.
Thring junior organised and took the lead role in eight shows a year at the Arrow theatre in Middle
Park during a three-year period in the early 1950s. The productions were underwritten by his mother
and included performances of Othello and El Cid. He then moved to England and while performing as
Herod in Salome in London he was described by a critic as a brutal lascivious tyrant.
However, his performances brought him to the attention of Hollywood and led to film
career that lasted more than 30 years. During the filming of the chariot race in Ben Hur in 1958, there
was a cast of several thousand and a long wait. Thring, as Pontius Pilate, jumped up at the critical
point—still wearing sunglasses—to start the race, a mistake resulting in a very expensive re-shoot.
Thring married Joan in Stratford-on-Avon in 1954. It was a disastrous marriage that barely lasted
nine months. Joan ended up having a relationship with Peter Finch. When the marriage was annulled
it was front page news in Truth.
When his mother died in 1953 Frank inherited Rylands. On returning to Australia in the mid-1960s
he took up residence there. He threw out most of his mother’s furniture and then
refitted the house in black and gold. His memory had been fading; after 50 years as a heavy drinker he
was a functioning alcoholic. He subsequently sold the property and moved to a small house in Brunswick, where he was reclusive and meticulous about security. After Joan rang him on Boxing Day 1994
and got no answer, the police broke into the house and found that he had died.
Thring enjoyed being King of Moomba in 1981, but otherwise had an ambivalent attitude to his
audiences.
Frank Thring senior was born in Wentworth in 1882, the son of an illiterate saddler and his
15-year-old bride. He joined a carnival troupe at the age of 14 as the ‘Great Dexter’. While in
South Australia, he married his first wife Grace and set up a boot-making business. He then spent
about two years on a trip through western Tasmania, mainly in mining camps in wet and rough
country, showing films. A move to Melbourne followed, where he managed a waxworks which he
changed to a cinema (Star Theatre) and expanded the business into Brunswick. He continued to
thrive and was involved with the (theatrical) Tait and Tallis families. In 1922 he was general
manager of Hoyts and a board member of other film companies. In 1924 married Olive
Kreitmeyer, a member of the family who owned the waxworks. Thring had sent his first wife
Grace back to her family in Gawler to have their child in 1911 and began a relationship with Olive.
In 1929 the Wall Street crash occurred and there was a huge fire in Her Majesty’s Theatre.
Thring sold his shares in Hoyts to 20th Century Fox, put the money into his own company Efftee
Films, and began to produce Australian films, including using sound. He took advantage of the
theatre fire to construct two film studios in the interior of the building. Some outdoor scenes
were filmed in the Flinders Ranges. Young Frank appeared in some early films, which were
directed by Thring senior and filmed by Jack Murray. Frank senior died in July 1936 soon after
making a deal with a leading American film company. Frank junior was 10 at the time but from
then on he became his mother’s consort.
The speaker concluded by explaining that he was initially interested in writing about Thring
senior because of his own musical theatre interests, and his provision of funds to support a
musical starring Gladys Moncrieff. This research lead to his investigating the father–son relationship—the father private and discrete, and the son private and self protective—and the writing of
a double biography.
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Archivist’s Report
It’s good to see the return of some longstanding volunteers—Barbara Lovell, Jennifer Elder
and Brian Shields—and to welcome a new one, Ric Pawsey, who has opted to help with data
entry of the newspaper scrapbooks. This a great project, as, although we have indexed 24 of
them, and have over 17,000 entries, there are at least another 24 to do to complete the task to
1994.
We have just added a new finding aid in the compactus room, thanks to Beth Davis and
Lorraine Taylor —an alphabetical list of all the streets listed in the 60+ rate valuation books
that cover the period 1954–1984. One day we might start indexing the books themselves in an
Access database, but it would be a major project as there are many thousands of names.
Anyone interested in tackling even just a small part, perhaps a few streets, is encouraged to
contact me.
The rate valuation books for the earlier period, 1947–1953, are indexed and this database
is accessible via our webpage. It is searchable by both an individual’s name and a street and
house number.
Lorraine Taylor has also finished the data entry for the balance of the 1920s property sales
registers, for Surrey Hills and Burwood, and they will be added to the webpage in due course.
Grace Swiney and Kathleen Newman continue with data entry of catalogue items, a neverending task, while Barbara Lovell continues with the job of doing the catalogue sheets, and
Vicki Goodall oversees the cataloguing procedures.
Although she has officially retired as archivist, Robyn Doble remains involved with the
archives and is a tremendous help, with her valuable knowledge of just what is in the
collection. However, the recent discovery of a strange flag surprised even her. The mystery of
what the flag represented was solved after Gill put a photograph of it on the Society’s
Facebook page. Within a short time, it had been identified by Stephen Szabo, a member of the
Australian Heraldry Society. It is the armorial flag of the former City of Box Hill, granted in
1977 by the English Kings of Arms, during celebrations to mark the jubilee of Box Hill
becoming a city. Thanks to Stephen, and well done, Gill!
Til next time, Helen

PROV Public Information Session
Do you love history? Then the Public Record Office Victoria’s Public Information Session is for you.
This is happening at the City of Casey's new offices ‘Bunjil Place’ on Tuesday, 24
April from10.30am to 12.30pm. The event is free; however, as spaces are limited, bookings are
required. This can be done by visiting the ‘What’s on’ section of the PROV website: prov.vic.gov.au
The program of sessions for the day includes:
10.30am — Explore the collection and website
What’s in PROV’s collection, and how can you start exploring it? Join Jack Martin for a brief outline
of the collection including researching land and property or your own house, court records, education records, council records, photographs, employment records and all of the key records for family history research.
11.15am — Morning Tea
11.45am — How do I find that record?
Now that you know what’s in the collection, how do you find the specific record you’re looking for?
Daniel Wilksch will talk you through all of the new search capabilities of PROV’s new website.
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Events of historical interest
The Royal Historical Society of Victoria (with which this Society is affiliated), has provided the following list of exhibitions, lectures and workshops that will occur over the next couple of months. Unless
otherwise indicated these events will occur at the RHSV rooms at 239 A’Beckett Street, Melbourne.
Telephone: 93269288; email: office@historyvictoria.org.au
Thu 12 April

Launch of Guinness Down Under.
[This is the never-before-told story of how the famous brew and the family came to
Australia and New Zealand in the mid-1800s]
Tue 17 April Judith Brett’s lecture, Public Life, Private Man.
[Writing the Biography of Alfred Deakin]
Wed 18 April Cabinet of Curiosities exhibition: Centenary of the death of the Red Baron and the
Melbourne Connection
Thu 26 April Developing an Exhibition for History Week seminar by Museums Australia Victoria.
Thu 26 April Opening celebration of exhibition, Vera Deakin’s World of Humanity
[Curated by Carole Woods FRHSV]
Sat 28 April
VHSG seminar in Lilydale: Succession Planning: Embracing the Future
Thu 3 May
Tour of the Supreme Court Library
14 – 20 May Law Week. Guided walking tours of the historical legal precinct, William Street
Wed 16 May Launch of National Trust’s Advocacy Kit, at the RHSV
Tue 15 May
RHSV AGM, followed by the inaugural Weston Bate RHSV Oration on history and
heritage, delivered by Professor Stuart Macintyre
Mon 28 May Cabinet of Curiosities exhibition by Ephemera Society for Rare Book Week

A workshop for the militarily-minded
Details of a two-day workshop focusing on war relics and memorabilia have been circularised by
Museums Victoria. Elements of the brochure are reproduced here for the benefit of any members who
might be interested.
This is a free service at which artefacts will be appraised, and advice given regarding conservation and
storage of military relics. Pre-registration is required; contact details as provided below.
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Box Hill Historical Society Inc.
No. A15258V
ABN 613 34916140
Heritage Centre – 03 9285 4808
Suite 7, 27 Bank Street, Box Hill.
(Town Hall Hub, rear Box Hill Town Hall)
Hours: 11–4, Tuesdays; otherwise, by appointment
President: Dr Gary Presland
Vice-President: William Orange
Secretary: Helen Harris OAM
Treasurer: John Barnao
Committee: Dr Colin Barraclough, Ian Broadhead,
Judith Eadon, Gill Madden, Philip Widmer

EDITOR
Dr Gary Presland

Phone: 03 9890 9288
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Society
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PO Box 268 Box Hill 3128

Box Hill Historical Society gratefully acknowledges the City
of Whitehorse for its support with grants, discounts on hall
hire, concessional use of premises in the Box Hill Town
Hall and its willing assistance with our exhibitions in the
Box Hill Town Hall Art Space.

